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iPod Nano with a dock a safe choice for an FM radio? I am considering buying a 2nd generation iPod
Nano, and with it a dock. It has two 3.5mm auxiliary inputs as well as a radio input and a video input.
On one page I found a site that calls the dock "unsafe" in that it is almost certain to overheat due to

the IR sink that is integrated into the dock. On another page it notes the danger in power surges. The
dock has two additional advantages: it has a memory card slot, and it has volume and power control
buttons on its face. Why is the dock "unsafe"? Why is it "safe" when used with a battery? Why is it
"unsafe" when used with a "wall wart"? What should I look for in a "good" dock for my iPod? A:

Problems with the docks include: Poor heat dissipation and a heatsink design that makes the plastic
very hot. Cheap construction with a lot of unnecessary metal around the IR diode IR receivers often

stop working from 4.5V to 8.0V down to 2.0V (when the IR receiver is powered or turned on). When
the power supply voltage is in a certain range, the IR receiver cannot work correctly. Some controllers

don't work properly with the same IR receiver on the same board. The YM2612 (the integrated IR
receiver on the dock) cannot work correctly on a shared clock. Many IR receivers use quartz crystals

that won't always work with each other. IR receivers often have a select-low circuit that may just
work on very rare boards. IR receivers may have a crystal that can latch on different operating

voltages. This is a real problem. IR receivers may have a short-circuit problem if you put anything
(including a power adapter or battery) on the same board or adjacent board. IR 3e33713323
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